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Minimally Invasive Flexible Implant Passer
Summary
In orthopedic surgery it is an advantage to be able to pass ﬂexible implants such as wire, cables, and sutures around structures, like
bone, through very small incisions. Baylor Sco & White Health orthopedic surgeon, Rick Schultz, M.D., has developed the
Minimally Invasive Flexible Implant Passer Delivery System which can be introduced through a small wound and guided around a
ﬁxed structure allowing an implant to be delivered through the adaptable device and deployed as needed by the surgeon.
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Key Features

• Customize reach
around various
surgery site anatomy
• Minimally invasive
• Reduces inadvertent
ssue damage

Stage of Development
Preclinical, prototype

Market
U lizing cerclage cables to stabilize bone is common prac ce in orthopedic surgery such as hip
and knee replacements and long oblique and spiral sha fractures. Current state of the art
u lizes cable passer devices with a ﬁxed and ridged radius to resist deforma on as the cable
passing device is maneuvered to and into posi on around a bone. The inﬂexibility in direc ng
the cables can disturb adjacent so
ssue and result in blood supply disrup on to the bone.
Addi onally, the current process, and available devices, o en require a large incision to be able
to pass implants as needed around ﬁxed structures.
This outdated approach is not in step with the trend toward less invasive, lower morbidity
surgery. A solu on to these issues can be found in one tool, the Minimally Invasive Flexible
Implant Passer Delivery System, that provides a solu on that is not found on the market.

Technology
This passer device allows for wires, cables, and sutures to be inserted into a wound and
delivered around a ﬁxed structure such as bone. The device’s unique design permits the
surgeon to deploy the device at the accurate angle by driving the direc on of the implant once
inside the incision.
This device can be introduced through a small wound for minimally invasive procedures. The
ﬂexibility of the device minimizes surrounding so ssue damage.
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Embodiments showing side view of device in straight and bent posi ons
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